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Who needs to know why and how?

I We all consume computing, the thing is to change it

I Computers and networks change society | privacy,

property, democracy, work, education | for better or worse

I We get an insight into computer culture by making some

artifacts: programs



Two tracks in this course

I History of computing technology, overview of modern

computing OS, social issues

I Insight into computing mindset: problem-solving and

programs



How to do well at this course

I Read the course information sheet as a two-way promise

I Question, answer, record, synthesize

I Collaborate with respect



In media res

racing with Alice

Representing even simple information is hard. Let's race

through this table:



Early devices
tally systems

Clay tablets, read-only when baked,

read/write when sundried,

havebeen in use for at least 5,000 years.

Abacuses, or abaci, have been

in use for nearly as long



Number systems and gears
ancient world

Hindu-Arabic numbers: positional notation,

and zero over 2000 years ago

slick algorithms, e.g. long multiplication

Antikythera mechanism

make us re-think

ancient technical skills



Gears and rules
machine age

Add powers (logs) to multiply

quickly, extract roots

Read the gears to

extract taxes | Pascaline



Looms and engines
industrial revolution

Jacquard loom combined

steam and punch cards

for automatic patterns

Babbages di�erence engine

would have evaluated

polynomials like 3x 3 + 5x 2
� 7x + 9



Before we continue the history of devices that represent and

manipulate values, we'll stop to try out a modern environment

that does these things. We'll need to:

I Start up the DrRacket programming environment

I Experiment with various values, including images, thanks

to tools from Picturing Programs



Notes


